1. I/We undertaking by Applicant:
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The dimensions of the structure will fall within area as per revenue record and
sizra.
The source of irrigation water is available at site.
The Soil & water of site are suitable for crop cultivation.
The proposed site for structure is free from any kind of obstacles. It has
minimum distance of 6.5 m or equal to height of boundary wall/other structure
whichever is higher from these structures and minimum distance of 5 m from
electric pole and wires and to avoid site through which electric wires crisscross,
if any.
My/our site is not prone to water stagnation.
Water table is not so high to affect foundation and subsequent cultivation at
my/our site.
My/our site has efficient drainage facility.
I/and my fellow farmers agree that I/we have not availed any kind of assistance
from any Govt. agency under this component.
That I/we have sufficient knowledge to install and run the protected structure.
DEPARTMENT is nowhere responsible.
I/and my fellow farmers agreed to follow the minimum prescribed
specifications and terms and conditions lay by Govt./DEPARTMENT.
I/we shall execute the work of MI component through companies/firms
registered in Haryana State.
I/we shall intimate DEPARTMENT after completion of structure in all respects.
I shall remain present and cooperate at the time of physical inspection to be
carried out.
As per requirement of Government contribution entitlement, I/we will maintain
structure for 8 years from the date of completion of structure. In case structure is
not available on my field during 8 years from the date of completion of structure
due to any of reasons, I shall not be entitled for any benefit of subsidies under
Govt. scheme and DEPARTMENT is free to take any action against me.
Further, I shall return the Govt. subsidy to DEPARTMENT
I/we agreed not to change/modify/remove/dispose/sale the structure during the 8
years period. I shall note that DEPARTMENT will not be responsible for any
consequences like Government contribution entitlement variation due to
amendments issued by Government, reduction in yield, crop damages etc.
arising out of such change/modification/removal/disposal/sale/damage of the
structure by me.
In case of any damage due to natural calamities either during construction or
thereafter I/we shall be responsible, DEPARTMENT shall not be responsible in
anyway.
I/we shall get insured my structure from insurance company and shall be
responsible for the same.
I/we should not lodge any false complaint/claim or to create any unpleasant
situation and try to settle differences and disputes if any amicably and as far as
possible at local level.
I shall abide by the norms and guidelines.

2. I declare that whatever information I have given above is true and any misleading
information from my side makes me liable to reject my case for sanction. Violation of any
terms and conditions, department may take any appropriate action against me.

Date:

Yours faithfully

Signature of farmer
(Name: __________________)

